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Don’t Settle for “Back to Normal”

022021 Experience Trends Report

Given the turbulence we’ve been through over the last two 

years, we believe it is important to understand where we are 

at today. We know the market has changed, but the question 

is how, and what does this mean for consumers and brands 

going forward.

In this report, we’ll break down the data from our Customer 

Experience Trends research from three key European markets 

- the UK, France and Germany - to show you why a strong 

balance between digital and physical experiences must be a 

cornerstone of your strategy in order for you to:

• Meet customer expectations

• Deliver differentiated experiences

• Sharpen your competitive edge

• Positively impact your bottom line

Think back to where your brand was two years ago with your 

digital roadmap. Most companies knew that digital channels 

were growing in popularity, but expanding or accelerating 

their digital strategy was one priority amongst many. Jump 

forward to 2020, and suddenly digital was the only way for 

many brands to do business.

Customer and employee journeys have drastically shifted 

from in-person interactions to touchless and seamless 

digital experiences. In fact, according to McKinsey, brands 

saw 15-30% growth in online purchase from March to 

August of 2020, and trends suggest this isn’t going away 

any time soon. The sudden and expedited shift to digital 

has illuminated experience gaps across industries that 

didn’t exist months ago. Yes, physical environments are 

open for business. But some digital innovations brought 

about by the pandemic are here to stay.

About the Research 

InMoment’s EMEA Strategic Insights team collected over 

1,500 customer responses across the UK, France and 

Germany, between 11 - 17 August 2021.

Using InMoment’s Market Pulse solution, the team was 

able to invite consumers to complete an unbranded study 

to illustrate:

• The customer future outlook

• The changing landscape as we emerge from Covid

• What customers are looking for from brands now

From this research, our experts analysed the data and 

delivered insights into the consumer perception today, on how 

the physical and digital experience has changed over the past 

year and how customer expectations will shape the future of 

the omnichannel experience.
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How confident do you feel about the risk of Covid to your household?

EXPERIENCE TREND #1: 

Mixed Consumer Confidence Outlook
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Our first trend sets the scene of 

knowing where customers sit during 

uncertain times. According to our 

research, overall, customers are 

feeling confident in their economic 

outlook across all three markets. If 

economic confidence translates into 

spending behaviour then we should 

see a net positive impact on business.

When asked about the risk of 

Covid to their household, results 

also indicate that the economic 

confidence leans more towards 

positive, with again, an average 

of 39% of respondents feeling 

confident across all three markets 

and the remainder also leaning more 

towards confident apart from only 

18% who have an overall feeling of 

not confident.

How confident do you feel about your household’s economic outlook?

Figure 1: Economic Confidence
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If we break it down into countries (Figure 3), the results remain pretty consistent across all three regions, with a steady 

confidence in their economic outlook.

So what does this mean for future experiences for 

customers? We should recognise that the mood around the 

pandemic has a strong role to play in consumer choices 

over the next twelve months. Consumers are feeling 

relatively optimistic and confident about their economic 

situation. However, a large proportion seem to be unsure 

what the future will look like for them. This should be 

taken into consideration when communicating with your 

customers and engaging with them. Not every customer 

will feel the same and empathy towards people’s different 

situations will play a big part in their experience. It is also 

worth pointing out that we found a strong correlation 

between Covid and economic confidence, so if the former 

does re-emerge, expect economic confidence to fall.
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Figure 3: Economic and Covid Confidence by Market
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Looking at this matrix of the two 

measures (Figure 4), you can see 

that Germany stands out for overall 

consumer confidence, whereas the UK 

and France are slightly less optimistic. 

There is also a difference between 

demographics within these regions, 

35-44 year olds have less confidence in 

their economic status as a household 

due to the threat of Covid. This could 

be due to having young families 

and older parents to support. When 

thinking about your target audience, 

it is important for brands to recognise 

where their customers fit and design 

experiences and communications 

according to what they are feeling to 

show understanding and reassurance.
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Figure 4: Economic and Covid Confidence Breakdown
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Takeaways & Action Steps
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LISTEN AND UNDERSTAND

As consumers are still not very 

confident on the future economic 

and Covid outlook,  invest more time 

to understand what the customer is 

feeling and what they want in order 

to adapt and build new experiences 

that reflect the current market 

sentiments. Thus, make sure to 

include open-ended questions in 

your survey to get detailed context. 

By recognising that some customers 

may still be wary, your questions can 

be more sensitive to their situation 

by adapting your messaging 

and tone of voice to reflect your 

customers’ feelings. 

LISTEN TO EMPLOYEES 

Connecting customer experience 

(CX) and employee experience 

(EX) provides more intelligence on 

companies’ opportunities and risks, 

and helps them take better care of 

these important audiences. Employee 

Experience brings an important data 

source and an enhanced lense to 

experience intelligence. Especially 

frontline employees understand 

certain nuances better, as they have 

direct interactions with customers on 

a day to day basis. Secondly, ensure 

also that your employees will save 

delivering the experiences you create.

COMMUNICATE

Build confidence in your brand by 

communicating what you are doing to 

address concerns. All the work you’re 

putting in to add new features to your 

in-store or digital experience means 

nothing if consumers aren’t aware of 

their options. Show consumers what 

you’re doing to make their experiences 

more memorable. Remember, not 

everyone is feeling the same so tailor 

your messaging and empathise with 

your consumers to keep them engaged 

and up-to-date on what’s happening.
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Digital became the only route to market during the 

pandemic. In many cases, it propelled digital forward  

and we saw tremendous acceleration and advancements 

in digital customer experiences across all industries  

and regions.

The numbers highlighted in bold in the table of Figure 5 

are the dominating channel preferences for each sector. 

Looking at the overall statistics for choosing either physical 

or digital ways to interact in different sectors, we can 

see that hospitality (71.5%) and healthcare (68.3%) will 

Brace yourselves for further shifts in consumer behaviour! 

We asked the question, Given all the Covid restrictions 

placed on us, and thinking about what you currently do 

at the moment, which is the one most common way you 

interact with brands in the following sectors?

predominantly revert to a face to face environment. Banks 

will see significant digital channel growth with already the 

highest incidence of mobile app usage with more growth 

to come based on future intent. Digital is also strong in 

fashion retail with the highest, and growing website usage.
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EXPERIENCE TREND #2:

Digital Will Stick And Sustain Growth

Banks Fashion
Retail Healthcare Insurance 

providers
Pubs, bars, 
restaurants

Super-
markets

LIVE CHAT 4.4% 6.0% 5.2% 6.5% 4.8% 6.3%

MOBILE APPS 28.5% 13.1% 9.6% 15.3% 6.3% 11.8%

PHYSICAL 
LOCATIONS 25.1% 40.1% 68.3% 20.2% 71.5% 59.1%

TELEPHONE/ 
CALL CENTRE 11.7% 5.8% 9.2% 26.3% 8.5% 4.9%

WEBSITES 30.3% 34.9% 7.7% 31.8% 8.9% 17.9%

Which industries did you interact with 
digitally during the pandemic (live chat, 
mobile app, web)?

Supermarkets

Restaurants

Insurance

Healthcare

Fashion Retail

Bank

UK Germany France

52%
35%
36%

36%
31%

20%

75%
57%

54%

43%
29%

22%

72%
64%

54%

79%
65%

63%

Responses to this question were varied depending on the industry. There were some notable differences 
and some channels that have been especially strong in different industries.

Figure 5: Channel Use by Sector
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Figure 6: Verbatim Themes - Using Digital Channels
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To analyse the overall digitalisation by sector we also asked 

Which industries did you interact with digitally during the 

pandemic (live chat, mobile app, website)?

From both graphs in Figure 5, it is clear to see that mobile 

banking is leading the way in digitalisation. The UK uses 

mobile apps for banking, far more than France and 

Germany, however it is still the top choice overall when 

it comes to interacting with brands digitally. Insurance 

in France and the UK was the second choice, whereas 

for Germany it was fashion retail. Across all sectors, UK 

consumers were more likely to interact with brands digitally 

during the pandemic.

For financial services, support must be available and 

experience design must be adapted accordingly to ensure 

that help is provided when the customer needs it. For 

insurance and financial services, call centres continue 

to be important to the consumer, the whole reason to 

bank digitally is the convenience and control. Once these 

expectations aren’t met consumers will have negative 

experiences and churn to competitive brands.

To dive into what brands need to do in order to 

encourage consumers to use their digital services, 

we asked What could brands do to encourage you to 

interact more with them via their websites, mobile apps 

and live chat channels?

KEY THEMES FROM OPEN TEXT

“Advertising and incentives to do so—like 
discounts when using the app; have 
special promotions and exclusive offers 
on these online platforms.” 

“Make it easier to log on and get to 
where I want to be as fast as possible.” 

“Sometimes a brand needs to just remind 
me they have an app because it doesn't 
come naturally to me to just think to 
install it!”

“Have an easy website/app 24/7 with real 
people and not computerised answers.”

“Offer a 24 hour service that allows you to 
have constant access. Make the service 
quicker because online chats can take a 
very long time.”   

“Make it less confusing and stressful for 
people like me who are not very technical.” Customers are looking for simple and easy 

experiences

Drive awareness and consideration 
through advertising and promotions. In 
relation to promotions, suggestions of 
online or App specific / targeted 
promotions

Concerns in relation to Digital relate to the 
duration of getting something solved, and 
the risk of not being able to speak to 
someone eventually
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Analysis of key themes from open text highlighted in the 

table of Figure 6 shows that customers are:

1. Looking for simple and easy digital experiences on 

their own terms, with support whenever they need 

it. User experience must be taken into consideration 

when designing online experiences. If your audience 

is older, think of ways to guide them through rather 

than assume they will know what to do, and if your 

audience is tech savvy, maybe think about adding 

innovative engagement methods.

2. Offering support and solving issues. We saw that 

the majority of comments stated that although they 

are interacting digitally they would still like human 

support with real people rather than robot chats 

and computerised answers. A hybrid support system 

would work well, allowing for 24/7 support in a cost 

effective way. 

3. If consumers are not aware of digital options, 

they won’t utilise them. The data shows data that 

consumers like to operate digitally, so be sure your 

brand is educating them about their options with 

marketing campaigns, emails, and app notifications.

When it comes down to it, consumers have always been 

digital, pandemic or not. This means that they are going to 

continue to be open to and utilise digital experiences as the 

world opens up again. Every brand regardless of industry 

needs to continue devoting resources here to meet ever-

growing digital expectations.
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Takeaways & Action Steps
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INVEST IN DIGITAL GROWTH

To compete in today’s digital world, 

it’s not enough to simply have a 

website or an app. Brands need to 

be constantly optimising their digital 

channels according to customer 

preferences, making them easy to 

use and access, having omni-channel 

touchpoints allows the consumer 

to interact with your brand in more 

ways. Additionally, they need to keep 

a finger on the pulse when it comes 

to new digital opportunities, such as 

contactless payment.

KEEP IT SIMPLE 

Consumers want their experiences to 

be easy, so if they run into the same 

digital experience complications 

multiple times, they are likely to give 

up on that channel. That’s why it’s 

so vital to have a clear process with 

which you can escalate issues with 

your website or app to the teams 

that can fix them. Set up closed loop 

feedback and case management 

processes to escalate and fix 

challenges more quickly.

DRIVE DIGITALISATION 

INTERNALLY

Accountability is key here; set firm 

deadlines and make expectations well 

known. Setting a goal to continuously 

improve digital experiences is all well 

and good, but it’s all for nothing if 

you don’t have clear processes and 

governance structures in place.
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Although the demand for improved 

online experiences is rising in the 

majority of industries, brands need to 

keep in mind that the value of face-to-

face interactions and improved physical 

experiences will stay for some. 

Future growth in digital share is 

forecasted in industries such as retail 

and financial services where there is 

a lot more product availability online 

and it is more convenient for the 

consumer to get what they want at a 

time that suits them. 

It differs from sector to sector. For 

supermarkets, despite the rapid 

increase in online demand, which 

was up by 20%, we see in the future 

intent question we asked that people 

who, throughout the pandemic have 

chosen to do their food shop online, 

will revert back to store shopping 

and physical stores will continue to 

dominate in this market. 

On the other hand for fashion retail, we 

are seeing a representation of digital 

only brands such as Asos and Boohoo, 

who only operate online, on top of this, 

physical stores need to compete with 

the product availability and inventory 

that is offered online, having a wide 

choice of products in-store is hard 

to replicate, therefore hybrid options 

must be considered to accommodate 

for both styles of purchasing. 

Overall, all countries should expect 

a bounceback across most sectors 

to in person experience, even if 

it’s not back to pre-pandemic 

levels, especially in sectors such 

as healthcare, and pubs, bars and 

restaurants where people thrive on 

face-to-face interactions. The greatest 

confidence in choosing digital over 

physical is in the UK, followed by 

Germany, whereas France would prefer 

physical interactions. We forecast the 

majority of consumers going back to 

their habits before the pandemic.

As part of our study we asked: What 

could brands do to encourage you 

to visit physical locations, stores or 

premises more often?

Getting more customers back in-

store is not a given, it is important 

to listen to customers and design 

experiences accordingly.
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EXPERIENCE TREND 3: 

The Future of Hybrid Experience Channels
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I am extremely anxious about covid. I suppose keeping restrictions 
imposed would make me more likely to visit. So many premises are just 
doing what the government restrictions allow, it leaves anxious people 
like me with few options to go out and feel comfortable. I wish some 
establishments would use this to their advantage and offer safer spaces 
for people who feel like me. 

Forget the social distancing, mask and hand gel and welcome you back 
with a smile. 

*Offer more products in store. A lot of brands only include certain 
products/sizes in store and the real gems are all online 

Return to normal. Learn to get back to pre-Covid life. Scrap masks, social 
distancing, make their customers welcome again. 

Make it feel really safe, not act like it's all over just because restrictions 
are being lifted 

Deals and Discounts

Social Distancing / COVID safe & secure

*Exclusive items (faced with the full 

inventory online)

Be more engaging for customers

Nothing - physical is not for them

KEY THEMES FROM OPEN TEXT

The highlighted key themes in Figure 7 

reiterate the importance of designing 

experiences based on customers 

expectations and needs in order to 

entice them into visiting stores. Brands 

should bear in mind that when thinking 

about in store experiences, customers 

are now so digitally inclined that even 

when they are in store, they want to 

have access to the same time-saving 

options they have online. By adding in 

exclusive in-store offers and product 

exclusive lines just as we see online can 

work in reverse in getting customers 

to visit stores in person.

Safety and hygiene still plays a part 

in getting customers back to visit 

physical locations. This will remain 

a key area for stores in building 

confidence and letting customers 

know that they care about their 

wellbeing, even when measures relax, 

having choices for customers will 

become more important in letting 

customers feel comfortable and 

relaxed in the physical environment.

Being more engaged with customers 

is another opportunity to create a 

hybrid physical and digital experience. 

Be sure your brand is educating 

customers about what’s happening 

in-store and what’s available online to 

create a connected brand experience 

which is available in different ways. 

Marketing campaigns, emails and app 

notifications are great ways to drive 

awareness and promote options that 

will help draw in your customers.

Figure 7: Verbatim Themes - Returning to Physical Locations



Takeaways & Action Steps
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CREATE HYBRID EXPERIENCES

Consumers today want an online 

experience that is just as good as 

being in store. Therefore, brands 

must use customer sentiment to 

create connections through different 

channels. Omni-channel experiences 

offer brands new ways to connect 

and lets the consumer decide which 

method of interaction suits their 

needs the best.

LISTEN TO YOUR CUSTOMERS 

Just as you would in store, offer 

support and ways that consumers 

can leave feedback and talk to 

you—and let them know you are 

listening to them. Identify trends in 

what consumers are saying, what’s 

working well and what’s not, what 

they wish you could provide that 

you’re not currently, and then take 

action to ensure smoother, more 

connected experiences in the 

future. For in-store, provide means 

to provide feedback shortly after 

completing the purchase, to identify 

whether measurements you have 

implemented are successful, and 

provide each store the opportunity to 

adapt and teach their employees. 

TRAIN YOUR EMPLOYEES

You want your online channels to 

reflect the brand with the same style, 

messaging, and tone of voice. Ensure all 

responses to customers, either online 

or in real life are of high quality, helpful, 

and informative. Allowing staff to access 

customer data will allow employees to 

spot recurring themes and will allow 

them to have the insights they need to 

take action and improve experiences.
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Our last trend reiterates the 

importance of listening to your 

customers, understanding what 

they are saying and transforming 

your organisation using customer 

feedback. We asked, Based on 

the changes you saw, how well 

are the following sectors placed 

to meet customer needs over the 

next 12 months?

As one can clearly see in Figure 8, 

there was a clear winner for this 

question, France, Germany and 

the UK all chose supermarkets as 

the best placed sector to meet 

customers’ needs in the near 

future. This is testament to how 

agile supermarkets have been in 

their approach to working with 

customers’ needs in mind and being 

flexible in their business strategies. 

For pubs, bars and restaurants, 

the ability to meet customer 

expectations in the future months 

remains mixed, this category 
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EXPERIENCE TREND #4: 

Brands Need To Continuously Evolve
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Figure 8: Ability To Meet Expectations



scored the least overall with just 

over 52% of consumers saying 

that they are well placed to meet 

customer needs in the next 12 

months. As this sector is such a 

face-to-face environment, it is 

harder to adapt. The hospitality 

industry needs to work harder 

to combine digital and physical 

to ensure consumers have 

seamless experiences when either 

ordering online or face-to-face. 

At the same time it provides 

hospitality brands with plenty 

of new opportunities to create 

tailored experiences that reflect 

the current market sentiment and 

meet consumer expectations. 

Going forward and true for all 

countries and industries, the 

majority of customers feel that 

long waiting times and product 

availability issues can no longer be 

excused by Covid disruption.
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66.10%

26.86%

10.29%

62.86%

27.05%

14.67%

58.29%

19.81%

11.43%

68.76%

31.24%

10.67%
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26.67%

25.14%

48.19%

15.43%

8.00%
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16.57%

12.91%
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17.53%

61.08%

20.04%

15.41%
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Figure 8: Ability To Meet Expectations



Whilst it was acceptable in the first few months to 

learn and adapt, these teething problems should 

now be ironed out. Things such as long wait 

times, contacting support and product availability 

should all meet customers expectations and not 

jeopardise their experiences. 

To understand customers’ expectations in more 

detail and compare between the different timelines 

we asked, Would you say your expectations 

for great customer service are higher or lower 

compared with pre-pandemic time?

The responses displayed in Figure 10 are clear. The 

majority of consumers say that their expectations 

have not changed compared to pre-pandemic, but 

with 17.3% there is a greater level of raised rather 

than diminished expectations with only 9.5.%. 

Almost three quarters of respondents across all 

three countries say that their expectations have 

not actually changed. There is perhaps some 

comfort here for brands. However, nearly double 

the amount of respondents reported that their 

expectations today are higher vs. those that have 

lowered their expectations. This has been driven by 

France, 6.7% of French respondents reported that 

their experiences are much lower, compared to 

12.5% in the UK, where the number expecting less 

now is twice that as in France.
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Figure 9: Customer Expectations

Figure 10: Customer Expectations by Market

Statement Net agreement 
% (overall)

Covid should not be used as an excuse for 
long contact center wait times

43.1%

Product availability should no longer be 
an issue 

41.4%

Brands are taking good care of my 
personal safety

23.1%

I'm willing to forgive brands that make 
mistakes

21.1%

Brands are taking effective ownership of 
problems

19.8%

OVERALL EXPECTATIONS

My expectations are much lower

About the same

My expectations are much higher

6.67%

19.82%

My expectations are much lower

About the same

My expectations are much higher

9.52%

75.5%

15.43%

My expectations are much lower

About the same

My expectations are much higher

12.52%

70.91%

16.57%

73.51%



To close the survey, the final question 

asked was, What are you looking for 

from the brands you choose to use 

over the next 12 months? 

The top five priorities in all 

markets combine different factors 

of experiences which brands 

need to prioritise and combine in 

order to be successful and entice 

customers. Interestingly, clean and 

hygienic premises features far more 

prominently than its normal baseline. 

We saw earlier under Experience 

Trend #1 that a significant minority 

remain wary of the Covid threat. But 

the high prominence of this customer 

need suggests Covid related customer 

needs are widespread, even among 

the confident.

Figure 11 includes long standing 

customer needs such as value, range 

and availability, alongside clean and 

hygienic premises. In short, brands 

need to adapt to the new reality and 

to be there to serve groups who are 

growing in economic confidence and 

to match offline with online value 

propositions. But they must also 

address covid related customer needs. 

There are slight nuances in the three 

markets which are highlighted in 

Figure 11. Across the UK and France, 

competitive pricing is top priority with 

50%+ for each for the next 12 months, 

whereas Germany’s priority is hygiene 

with 49%. French consumer value 

promotions with 52% and reward 

programmes 37%, with the latter only 

listed in France. German consumers 

in comparison are looking for 

convenience and having everything 

in stock. If brands manage to 

incorporate these pressing priorities 

into their experience strategy, they are 

likely to win and retain customers.
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Figure 11: Top 5 Customer Needs

TOP 5 FRANCE

Competitive 
pricing 52%

Good deals 
and 
promotions

52%

Clean and 
hygienic 
premises

44%

Reward 
programmes 37%

Always have 
what i want in 
stock

33%

TOP 5 OVERALL

Competitive 
pricing 48%

Clean and 
hygienic 
premises

46%

Good deals 
and 
promotions

42%

Wide range of 
products 36%

Always have 
what I want 34%

TOP 5 GERMANY

Clean and 
hygienic 
premises

49%

Wide range of 
products 41%

Always have 
what i want in 
stock

41%

Competitive 
pricing 39%

Convenient 
opening 
hours

35%

TOP 5 UK

Competitive 
pricing 50%

Clean and 
hygienic 
premises

46%

Good deals 
and 
promotions

39%

Wide range of 
products 36%

Always have 
what i want in 
stock

36%



Takeaways & Action Steps
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ADAPT AS YOU GO

When it comes to implementing experiences (especially 

those that customers are already expecting), it’s best to 

have an “adapt as you go” mindset. When consumers 

are already eager to use contactless payment, they want 

that option to be available as soon as possible. Work with 

speed in mind, actively ingest feedback on the experience 

and ease, then take action to improve over time. Don’t let 

perfection be the enemy of progress.

RESPOND TO CUSTOMER NEEDS  

Consumers expect options to be available to interact with 

brands across physical and digital channels, but what 

makes these options attractive to consumers? Metric-

based surveys alone won’t get you those kinds of insights, 

but open-ended questions and unsolicited feedback will. 

They’ll allow you to directly ask digital consumers what 

worked, derive those answers from review sites and social 

media, and ultimately, get a better understanding of your 

digital experience so you can make improvements where 

they’re necessary.
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UK & IRELAND
+44 (0) 1494 590 600

About InMoment

InMomentTM helps organizations deliver more valuable and inspiring experiences to their customers and employees at every 

moment in their journey. Our clients gain the wisdom of our experts—who bring deep domain knowledge in experience design and 

delivery—coupled with our award-winning Experience Intelligence (XI)TM platform that continually analyses and evaluates enterprise 

experience data and customer feedback. Recognized as a leader and innovator in our sector, we collaborate with the world’s 

leading brands to attract, engage and retain their customers. We are fiercely proud that our clients continually tell us they love the 

experience of working with our company, as we constantly stretch to exceed their expectations. Take a moment, and learn more at 

inmoment.com or email us at sales@inmoment.com

GERMANY
+49 (0) 40 369 833 0

APAC
+61 (2) 8397 8131

NORTH AMERICA
1-800-530-4251

To demo a product or to contact us call:

European consumers have spoken: they don’t want 

their channel experiences to go “back to normal” after 

the pandemic. They want the brands they interact with 

to strive for bigger, better, more convenient, and more 

innovative digital offerings; and to bring digital into the 

face-to-face environment to create hybrid experiences.

SUMMARY

Onwards and Upwards!
To keep up with their clear expectations, you’ve got to 

continue to prioritise your omni-channel roadmap even as 

the world opens up for in-person business. Curious about 

how you can make it happen? Reach out and discuss your 

specific programme needs with our experts or check out 

these assets for best practices and thought leadership:

Your Digital Experience Transformation Roadmap

4 Quick Wins to Boost Your Digital Experience 
Success

Transactional Customer Experience Survey Best 
Practices

How You Listen Matters: Modernising Your Methods & 
Approach to Customer Feedback

Omnichannel: The Unicorn of Improving Experiences

UK Fashion Retail Trends Report 2021: Adapting In-Store 
Experiences to Retain and Attract New Customers

https://inmoment.com/en-gb/lp/digital-experience-transformation-roadmap/
https://inmoment.com/en-gb/resource/4-quick-wins-to-boost-your-digital-experience-success/
https://inmoment.com/en-gb/resource/4-quick-wins-to-boost-your-digital-experience-success/
https://inmoment.com/en-gb/resource/transactional-cx-survey-best-practices/
https://inmoment.com/en-gb/resource/transactional-cx-survey-best-practices/
https://inmoment.com/en-gb/lp/modernising-your-methods-and-approach-to-customer-feedback/
https://inmoment.com/en-gb/lp/modernising-your-methods-and-approach-to-customer-feedback/
https://inmoment.com/en-gb/resource/omni-channel-the-unicorn-of-improving-experiences/
https://inmoment.com/en-gb/lp/uk-fashion-retail-trends-report-2021-adapting-in-store-experiences-to-retain-and-attract-new-customers/
https://inmoment.com/en-gb/lp/uk-fashion-retail-trends-report-2021-adapting-in-store-experiences-to-retain-and-attract-new-customers/

